
Overview

Feature

“Voice Magic” is the Speech Recognition Engine with strong against noise and high recognition rate. RayTron,INC. uniquely 
developed “Voice Magic” which enables to recognize a speech under living noise environment. The large different point from 
previous speech recognition is to be capable of recognizing a noisy phrase even in a place where is a few meters apart from the 
microphone under the living noise environment. Moreover, “Always Listening” function without switch operation for the start 
trigger of a speech recognition has led to success in being operated with Hands-Free. Not using an additional communication 
circuit and any connection to networks, this engine can respond to your words at all the time. As “Voice Magic” is developable 
into a variety of products, it is widely used in fields such as Information appliance, major appliance, automobile, medical 
care/biotechnology and care robot.

Expansion of products

● Recognition of speech from a distant place (2 - 3 m)
-High recognition rate (Over 98% around SNR 20 dB)

● Equipped with “Always Listening” function
-With highly accurate voice activity detection 
-Hands-free operation (No need of a trigger)

● High recognition accuracy by preventing miss-recognition with Reject-filtering  except registered phrases
● No need of speaker registration (Unspecific speaker, available for anyone)
● Scene based recognition of similar words

-Classified registered phrases into each scene (Max 16 scenes)
● Hardware system with original speech recognition LSI
● Various Input Speech Format

Toward “KO TO BA” Information Society…

“Voice Magic” is the new speech recognition system suitable for operating apparatuses, and it can provide Hands-Free operation 
for various apparatuses.

“Voice Magic” make possible to operate apparatus by voice.

Choose the best one among Built-in type, Post-attached type, and Wireless type for application.

Consumer electronics On-vehicle equipment Production apparatus Various robots Information appliance

※1 is registered trademark of RayTron,INC. ※2 Patented.

※1

※2

※2

Speech Recognition System 
with noise robust and high recognition rate



Speech recognition system 
for operating equipment

Product lineup

We have the following product lineup of “Voice Magic” to be used practically in various uses and environments.

Product name Appearance/ Dimension Use Requirements

<Post-attached / USB type>

<Post-attached / Wireless type>

<Built-in type>

<Special use>

<Size>

W: 55mm
D: 16mm
H: 5mm
※Include projections

<Size>

W:  55 mm
D:   16 mm
H:   10 mm
※ Include projections

<Size>

W:  35 mm
D:   24 mm
H:     9 mm
※ Include projections

<Size>

W:  57 mm
D:   44 mm
H:   18 mm
※ Include projections

<Communication requirement>
･USB serial interface 
･ Application software    communicated with “Voice Magic”
(“Voice Magic” outputs the number of a phrase as a  

recognition result)

< Communication requirement >
･Bluetooth SPP interface
･Application software    communicated with “Voice Magic”
(“Voice Magic” outputs the number of a phrase as a  

recognition result)

< Communication requirement >
･Microcomputer with I2C or UART
･Application software    communicated with “Voice Magic”
(“Voice Magic” outputs the number of a phrase as a  
recognition result)

“Voice Magic EVA” has an analog microphone input and 
RS232C output. For changing and  expanding a function,   the 
product is based on FPGA.

※Necessary for additional cost.

※1 You can attach them later into a system since It is not always embedded in the system. Realizing the requirement for communication with “Voice Magic”, you can use them
as optional function.

Packages of Speech Recognition HMM learning data

Application environment

Operation package Series are introduced. Using these series, you can realize a speech recognition system with high accuracy for 
various usages. There are 5 groups: consumer electronics, on-vehicle equipment, production apparatus, information appliance 
and robot. You can build a system for your needs by combining them.

Consumer electronics operation On-vehicle equipment operation

Production apparatus operation Information appliance operation

Robot operation

Packages of demonstration
phrases according to your needs!

･ 150 phrases/a package
･ Free combination
･ Automatic scene selection by voice

“Voice Magic” is available under the life noise environment, and it achieves to be operated with Hands-Free by the speech 
recognition even under the strong noise environment like in a factory by putting on the wearable terminal with “Voice Magic”.

Under the life noise environment
(Such as a living room)

recognizing a speech 
a few meters away 
from the microphone 
around 40 dB - 70 dB 
noise level. 

Under the strong noise environment
(Such as in a factory)

recognizing a speech 
around 70 dB - 90 dB noise 
level by Wearable terminal 
with “Voice Magic”.

※2 We can provide you the sample code about communications with “VoiceMagic”.

※2

※2

※2

※1

※1

※ Currently, this is only available for Japanese version.

※



RayTron Embedded technology 
always supports every life scenes.

The speech recognition system is used in 
various scenes and tools such as audio, 
consumer electronics, mobile phone, 
automobile, factory and robot.
RayTron technology can connect among 
people.

FAQ -For conventional problems-

Can I use the speech recognition while doing 
housework or driving a car?

<Problem>
Low recognition-performance under the life noise 
environment

Isn’t it appeared to deferent result
from uttered phrase?

<Problem>
Low speech recognition rate and 
many Miss-recognition

Is it possible to accomplish the Hands-free system?

<Problem>
Require the signals for the start of recognition

Is there no need for us to use an attached 
microphone like a headset?

<Problem>
Cannot get the desired recognition performance 
without an attached microphone

Isn’t it necessary to use a network communication?

<Problem>
Unable to work as function without the large server 
for the speech recognition

Can I obtain the recognition result as soon as 
I uttered words?

<Problem>
The response speed depends on the condition of 
communication lines

Application products

● Speech recognition system with audio canceller
It can recognize a speech under the environment noise mixed with the output sound from a TV and a speaker on audio. The audio 
canceller which observes the sound from AV equipment is provided in the preceding of “Voice Magic” (Adjustable filter).

● Speech recognition control box
Using “Voice Magic”, it is the barrier-free user-interface-box which realizes to operate various home electric appliances by the 
speech under the life noise environment. It constructs more comfortable housing environment. It outputs infrared ray followed by 
the remote control signal. Further, at the place far from this box, it is possible to transmit a recognition result through the wireless 
I/F (ZigBee).

High recognition performance even 
under the life noise environment

“Voice Magic” is designed to attain more than 90% recognition rate 
around SNR 5dB that leads to recognize the speech a few meters away 
from the microphone. In addition, in case of attached microphone, it 
can accurately recognize under the strong noise environment.

Achieve higher performance and 
reduce Miss-recognition 

“Voice Magic” achieves high recognition rate(over 98%) around SNR 
20dB, and a rejecting function is embedded. Thus, it will reduce 
Miss-recognition happened in “Always Listening”, and prevent Miss-
action while operating apparatus.

Anytime recognizable a speech

“Voice Magic” employs Always Listening function, and it can perform 
the speech recognition without start button operation or a password 
by a user. It will make the perfect Hands-free system.

Recognizable from a long 
distant place (2 - 3 m)
“Voice Magic” can achieve high recognition performance even under 
the life noise environment. An attached microphone and a microphone 
array are not require, and that leads to reduce the cost in addition to 
improving the convenience. 
※ Voice Magic USB and Bluetooth have the MEMS microphone with I2S output.

No need network communication and 
server for speech recognition

“Voice Magic” has achieved the speech recognition function with the 
dedicated hardware. Therefore, a network communication and a server 
client mechanism for the recognition are not required, so can be 
incorporated into an equipment easily. Moreover, the expenses for a
network communication and a server management are not required, 
and it results on cost reduction.

Anytime response in real-time

“Voice Magic” is designed with high speed original LSI. It always 
enables real-time response in anywhere and anytime. The recognition 
result is obtained about 200ms after utterance.



<LSI specifications>

Specifications

Block diagram

Recognition operation and performance

<Common specifications>

Voice recognition system

Speaker

Language

Leaning data

Total registered phrases

Total scenes

Equipped with function

Robust Phrase Speech Recognition

Designed for unspecific speakers (Pre-registration is not necessary)

Adaptable to Multilanguage (Japanese, English, Chinese, Italian, etc.)

Original Format (HMM: hidden Markov Model)

6000 phrases (6000 of HMM)

1000 phrases (About 300 in case of the recognition for males, females, and children)

16 scenes

Speech Recognition Function / Voice Detection Function / Speech Rejection Function

Host interface (UART)

Host interface (I2C)

Input voice format

External memory

Power voltage

9600, 19200, 38400, 57600, 115200, 230400, and 460800 bps

At most 400 kbps, Slave Address is elected from 4 types

Left justify, I2S, PDM

SPI Flash memory ( Up to 128 Mbit)

Core 1.8 V, I/O 3.3 V

※1 The number of trained phrases in Flash memory is up to 6000. In case of the recognition for males, females, and children, up to 2000 phrases can be registered.

※2 The recognition phrase set and scene can be modified according to language and  purpose.

Summary of the recognition processing

Recognition rate simulation result of the speech recognition engine [2]

Speech Section Detection 
Analysis Processing

(feature amount extraction)
Recognition Processing Rejection Processing

Noises Conditions Result

◆Microphone Connector
1. Power (3.3 V)
2. M_BCLK
3. M_LRCLK
4. M_DAT
5. GND

◆Host Connector
1. Power (5.0 V)
2. RX
3. TX
4. SCL
5. SDA
6. GND

SPI Flash

Host 
connector
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Reset
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Voice Input USB Output

Noise data: NOISEX-92
White Noise, Pink Noise, HF, Wireless Chanel Noise, Factory Noise, 

Murmur, Running Noise inside car, Flying Noise inside cockpit 

Input Speech:
JEIDA sound database

SNR: 20 dB

Average of accuracy
Rate:  98.27%

[1]    【Industry-University joint research】 We have carried out research with university in order to advance the technology of the speech recognition father.
<Speech Recognition Function> The Graduate School of Hokkaido University, Miyanaga Lab.

※ The contents of this leaflet are subject to change without notice. We appreciate your understanding.

RayTron INC.

<Contact us> Production Development, Marketing section
11F. Eslead Bldg. Honmachi 1-4-8 Honmachi Chuo-Ku Osaka 541-0053 Japan

[2]    S.Yoshizawa, Y.Miyanaga and N.Wada: “A Low Power VLSI Design of a HMM Based Speech Recognition System”, Proceedings of IEEE Mid-West Symposium on Circuits and Systems, 2, 1:489-492(2002)

Max registered phrases in a scene

Mail: sales@raytron.co.jp

Input clock 5.6448 MHz, 11.2896 MHz, 22.5792 MHz


